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Government’s Industrial Strategy

International conference
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The new creative rural industries conference; an international
celebration of rural innovation and rural community creativity.
Conference aims (draft proposal only):
(1) Provide a national gathering and forum for all those involved with creative, artistic, innovation,
digital, entrepreneurial and cultural work in the rural and agricultural sectors; establishment of a
national creative rural sector advocacy network; i.e. Creative Rural Industries Consortium - CRIC;
(2) promote the concept of the emerging Creative Rural Sector - CRS; secure its full recognition
within the mainstream (urban) CI policy sector as a valuable new creative industries sector partner;
(3) formalise and optimise the creative rural sector’s full economic contributions to the Government's
Industrial Strategy - to c £4 billion p.a.; via an equivalent creative rural industries sector settlement;
(4) make the case for the allocation of a £15 million Arts Lottery 'Rural Cultural Fund' to support the
development of a pilot three year strategic rural cultural investment (development) fund; RCIF.

Conference rationale and proposed outcomes:
The 'Future is Rural - mapping the new creative rural economies' conference aims to provide an opportunity
for the hitherto disorganised and marginalised creative rural sector(s) to come together for the first time and
plan their re-formation as a potential new national CI sector; i.e. the creative rural sector (CRS). Obtain a
better sense of the scope and importance of their contributions to the national creative economy and the
Government’s Industrial strategy. Provide a public platform for an informed debate about the growing
potential of all sectors of the creative rural economy, involving both urban and rural CI leaders, artists,
academics, CI policy researchers, etc. Who would also be asked to address four main propositions:
1. How do we establish the credentials of the UK’s new rural ‘CIs’? Documenting the full scope and
economic potential of the emerging creative rural economy and rural cultural industries sector.
Documenting and mobilising (i.e. unlocking) the full economic, social and cultural potential of the creative
rural sector (CRS); by bringing all of the creative rural sectors together (i.e. rural artists, designers, farmer
creatives, innovative rural communities, the digital rural, rural cultural tourism, rural women as innovators,
rural crafts, rural fashion, rural festivals, rural gastronomy, rural health, rural youth, agri-tech., rural heritage
architecture, etc.) to create a single creative rural economy sector advocacy and campaign organisation;
2. Formalising and coordinating the creative rural sector’s contribution to the Government's
Industrial Strategy; achieving full Whitehall (DCMS/BEIS/DEFRA) and CI sector policy alignments
That the CRS is now well positioned and willing to make a significant and sustainable contribution to the
Government's Industrial Strategy, (post-Brexit) via its Creative Industries sector settlement; need to
convince DCMS and CIC to widen their CI definitions to embrace the full range of the creative rural sector’s
oﬀer; eﬀecting a new dialogue and partnership for the rural sector with the leading CI creative industries
agencies (e.g. CIF, CIC, NESTA, Creative England, British Council, DCMS, DEFRA, BEIS, Arts Council, etc.);
3. Assessing the CRS's claims of £4 billion p.a. by 2025; are these estimates verifiable and also what
proposals are being put forward to enable these contributions to become sustainable in the future?
Verifying the CRS's claims that it has the potential to contribute up to £4 billion p.a. to the national creative
economy by 2025; the urgent need for a new set of creative rural economy CI statistics and definitions,
including some supporting robust CRE economic research & evaluation methodologies. That would render
them more coherent, credible and complementary to the current DCMS 13 (mainly urban?) CI definitions;
4. What is the rural ask? (i) Establishment of a national Rural Cultural Development fund; (ii) £15
million in Arts Lottery funding for three year pilot creative rural economy investment fund - RCIF
Putting forward concrete proposals for the establishment of a dedicated national rural cultural development
fund - RCIF (i.e. with a minimum of £5 million in Arts Lottery funding p.a. ,over three years initially); securing
a democratic cultural policy framework and mandate for all rural areas; with the creation of a CRE advisory
council (CRIC) to oversee the setting of future strategic cultural investment policy priorities and a more
equitable distribution of Arts Lottery funding for creative rural economy investment for all rural areas.
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Day 1. (draft programme) Tuesday 29th Oct. 2019. Tate Britain.
Coordinating the creative rural sector’s contribution to the Government’s Industrial Strategy

“The UK’s booming creative industries contribute nearly £90 billion to the economy and employ more than
two million people.. we must do more to support all sectors of the creative economy, large and small..”
Rt. Hon. Greg Clark. Secretary of State BEIS.

9.00 - 9.30 Registration, Tea and coﬀee
9.30 Welcome and introduction
Pam Warhurst CBE: ‘Why the Rural is the Future’ Chair of Incredible Edible. Formerly Chair of the
Forestry Commission, Deputy Chair Countryside Commission and Chair of Natural England.
Professor Rachel Cooper: ‘Design, and the new creative and digital rural economies’., Distinguished
Professor: Design Management and Policy Director: Imagination Lancaster University
10.30

Optimising the creative rural sector response to the Government’s Industrial Strategy
Iain Bennett, BoP - the economic indicators; verifying the CRE contribution of £2 billion p.a.
John Newbigin, CIC - Creative Industries settlement; what it means for the creative rural sector
BEIS spokesperson (tbc) - creative rural sector support for Government’s Industrial Strategy
Chair: David Powell DPA. <http://davidpowellresearch.co.uk>

11.00 - 11.30pm Tea and coﬀee and poster sessions
11.30 - 1.00pm. Breakout seminar sessions. A, B & C. (see pages 4 - 5 under)
1.00 - 2.00pm. lunch and VIP reception for House of Lords Rural Economy Committee, MPs, Rural NGOs
2.00 - 2.30 Keynote 2: Rural Design and Innovation in America - the NEA/USDA report,
Sunil Iyengar, Director Research and Analysis, National Endowment for the Arts Washington DC.
<https://www.arts.gov/content/sunil-iyengar>. Arts and economic impact theories have until recently been
built and tested only in urban environments..“[at the NEA] we’ve long understood that the arts and design
can beautify a place and attract new residents and businesses. This report shows that these attributes are
also closely linked to innovative business practices in rural communities nationwide.”
<https://www.arts.gov/news/2017/new-research-report-highlights-economic-impact-arts-rural-communities>
2.30 - 3.50 Breakout seminar sessions. D, E & F. (see pages 6 - 8 under)
4.00 - 4.30. Keynote 3: The Countryside comes to the Guggenheim Art Museum New York: curating
agriculture: rural issues, farming and the countryside move into the mainstream urban cultural discourse.
Troy Conrad Therrien Curator, Architecture and Digital Initiatives, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
New York. <https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/countryside-future-of-the-world>
4.30 - 5.00. Concluding plenary session and recommendations from breakout sessions (A - F); how to
achieve the creative rural sector’s three main goals (under); proposals for possible future next steps:
(1) DCMS & CIC recognition for the new rural CIs - formal recognition of the emerging creative rural sector
(CRS) and the creative and digital rural economy, by DCMS, BEIS, DEFRA ACE, CIC, CIF;
(2) Creative Rural Industries Council - establishment of a creative rural industries consortium or council (CRIC); provision of a supporting national creative and digital rural sector R&D advocacy programme;
(3) Rural Cultural Investment Fund - securing the award of £15 million in Arts Lottery funding for the
implementation of a future pilot, three year, creative rural economy investment fund (RCIF, 2019 - 22);
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The ‘3 M s’ - mapping, measuring, and monetising the new creative rural economies

International recognition and support for the UK’s emerging creative rural sector: (l - r ) Sunil Iyengar. Director of
Research and Analysis NEA (National Endowment for the Arts), Washington DC; Richard Florida, Author of the Creative Class;
Professor Rachel Cooper, Imagination, Lancaster University; Lord Puttnam, House of Lords.

“What you are doing in England is very important.. establishing a world lead. The knowledge
industries and creative rural economy and environmental sustainability will be the likely key drivers
in determining the next major breakthrough areas and challenges for the creative industries.”
Richard Florida, author of ‘The Creative Class‘, Toronto, May 2006
“The “New Rural Creative Economies” conference seems a highly opportune time to reflect on
research, planning, and policy mechanisms that can bring to light the often invisible assets
represented by arts and cultural amenities. It’s also worth noting that our agency has partnered
before with the Arts and Humanities Research Council—on exploring common elements for
measuring cultural participation—and so the conference could advance further dialogue between
U.S. and UK cultural providers and researchers”
Sunil Iyengar. Director of Research and Analysis NEA, Washington DC. Feb. 2019
Morning seminars (draft programme)

11.30 - 1.00pm

A. The architecture of the new digital creative rural economies - the future is rural.. and 5G
The rural sector is ideally placed to re‐invent itself for the digital age, by opening up new world markets to
locally based businesses and providing fresh opportunities for jobs growth and inward investment. The
Littoral Arts Trust's New Creative Rural Economies report and seminar initiative clearly point to all of these
opportunities and many other creative challenges that are ahead. (Lord Puttnam, House of Lords, 2017)
(i) A digital rural paradise? Ireland’s first 1 Gig digital rural society and creative economy initiative.
The Ludgate Hub Is a happy and well connected digital rural community, with some of the worlds
great artisan food, and located ten minutes from one of the best beaches in Ireland. Introduction by
Lord Puttnam, via video link (tbc), and Adrienne Harrington, CEO The Ludgate rural digital and SME
innovation Hub, Skibbereen, Co.Cork <https://www.ludgate.ie>;
(ii) Rural Integrated Testbed (5GRIT); a partnership involving SMEs and Universities building a 5G
testbed which will develop and test innovative and creative solutions for remote and upland rural
areas in the North Pennines. Daniel Heery, Director 5GRIT North Pennines. <http://www.5grit.co.uk>
(iii) Combining telematics and the concept of a Digital Health Institute - the teaching, research and
delivery of healthcare in remote and rural areas, Tom Bell, Director, UCLAN A new role for
telepresencing and telematics arts research, supporting innovation in telemedicine, remote rural
health care provision, and in the new rural economy. (tbc) Prof. Paul Sermon, University of Brighton
<https://research.brighton.ac.uk/en/persons/paul-sermon>. (tbc)
(iv) (iv) Unlocking the digital potential of rural areas – research report. A review of the Rural England
CIC and Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC) report on the potential of the digital rural economy
<https://ruralengland.org/unlocking-the-digital-potential-of-rural-areas-research/>. Iain Bennett BoP
Chair: Prof. Rachel Cooper, Lancaster University; <http://imagination.lancs.ac.uk/people/rachel_cooper>
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(l-r).

The Original 2000 CalendarGirls, featuring the Women of the Rylstone and District Women's Institute in the
Alternate WI Calendar; WiRE women in rural enterprise Ambassadors; the amazing Sally Robinson of Amplebosom.com

B. Rural place making: rural women and community cultural capital; gastronomy & the rural economy
Sampling recent Arts Council-funded ‘Great Places’ rural place making initiatives; profiling the vital role
played by rural women in promoting and sustaining rural innovation and the creative rural economy;
documenting the growing success of community-led rural cultural capital and creative SME initiatives
(i) WiRE - and the creative rural economy; women in rural enterprise the critical leadership role
played by women’s groups in promoting rural innovation, rural arts SMEs, and pioneering the
creative rural economy; Polly Gibb, CEO WiRE.; <https://www.wireuk.org>
(ii) ’From Jerusalem ..to the Calendar Girls’ - rural community-led cultural capital; the role of
the National Federation of Women’s Institutes in promoting arts, culture and the creative economy in
rural areas; how an international ladies lingerie marketing project transformed a hill farming
economy, Sally Robinson of amplebosom.com. <https://www.amplebosom.com/about-us.php>
and spokesperson from the WI (tbc); <https://www.thewi.org.uk>
(iii) ‘Food and farming cultures; promoting innovation in rural gastronomy: work of sustainable food
and farming NGOs; ORFC, Sustain, etc.; RSA’s recent report promoting innovation in food and
farming; RDPE/LEADER as creative rural economy pioneers; NFU/Farm Stay’s proposals for a
UK Countryside Capital of Culture bid an alternative to the UK City of Culture; speakers (tbc);
(iv) Great places ..and great creative rural economies! Arts Council sponsored culture-led rural
innovation projects; presentations by the Rural Media Company ‘Hereford is a Great Place’,
<https://www.ruralmedia.co.uk>, ‘Great Lakes and Dales', Yorks and Cumbria (tbc)
CEO RIO promoting culture-led enterprises Cornwall. <https://realideas.org/our-people/lindsey-hall/
Chair: Dr. Ian Hunter Creative Rural Consortium
C. Creative rural economy catalysts: artists, designers, performers, architects, and crafts people
Catalysts for the new rural economies: a new role for professional artists, craftspeople, designers,
architects, performers, etc., working in challenging agricultural and rural contexts; documenting and
assessing the rural sector’s potentially major contributions via the DCMS ‘Classic 13’ CIs; e.g. architecture,
gaming, design, fashion, broadcasting, literature, TV/film; pioneering new creative urban/rural partnerships;
(i) Fashion and farming: re-connecting the UK fashion design and textiles industry with the farming
and agriculture sectors; generating new rural fashion, textiles and fibre-based economies; lingerie
and hill farming; hunting/shooting and the Barbour aesthetic. Prof. Jane Harris, London College of
Fashion. (tbc) <https://www.arts.ac.uk/research/ual-staﬀ-researchers?name=jane-harris>
(ii) CoSIRA II? Proposal for a new national rural crafts, design and creative industries development
agency; contribution from Heritage Crafts Association, Crafts Council; Etsyism and the new rural
maker economies; re-thinking the role of craft in the future rural economy. Dr David Bell, Leeds U.;
(iii) Design and the future new rural economies; contributions from the Design Council, RIBA, AA new creative economic contexts for rural design and architecture; (tbc) Hooke Park? - Rural Studio;
(iv) Visual Arts as rural economy catalysts - imagining the new post-agricultural rural economies;
artists are playing a proactive role in imagining and inventing the future rural and agricultural
economies: presentations by artists, Steve Messam, Paul Chaney, Georgina Barney, Ruth Levene;
Chair: David Powell DPA. <http://davidpowellresearch.co.uk
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Saving from waste: new rural architectural, economic and social research paradigms

The Countryside comes to the Guggenheim Museum New York - with a major exhibition in 2019.
“Our preoccupation with the city alone is highly irresponsible .. the countryside is now more
volatile than the most accelerated city..”
(Rem Koolhaas, RIBA Lecture, London, Nov. 2012)

Afternoon seminars (draft programme) 2.40 - 4.10 pm
The breakout seminars (D, E and F) are intended to explore some of the characteristics of the proposed
‘new’ creative rural economies. However, as yet, they do not sit ‘comfortably’ within the current (DCMS 13
‘Classic’) Creative Industries CI definitions. And as Stian Westlake NESTA has observed (above) these might
also be considered somewhat ‘controversial’, or as presenting an unwelcome ‘disruptive innovation’
challenge to the current, mainly urban oriented, CI policy orthodoxies. In this context the conference aims
to open a dialogue with the mainstream CI agencies about the possibility of integrating the creative rural
economy more fully within the national CI policy discourses.
“One of the challenges of this kind of radical innovation is that the existing systems aren’t designed to take
account of it.. [institutions] will sometimes ban an innovation completely.. Where public funding is at stake,
they may fall between funding streams. Or they may sit awkwardly between diﬀerent professional dynamics
of culture..”.
(Stian Westlake, former Executive Director Policy and Research NESTA. 2016)
D.

New rural economic, social and architectural formations; academic research and policy contexts

Aligning the creative rural economy initiative more eﬀectively with the Government’s Industrial strategy, (via
the CI Sector settlement); connecting with the mainstream (mainly urban?) CI creative industries policy
discourses; updates about current academic research focused around the emerging new creative rural
economies; challenging the conventional policy orthodoxies governing rural development and the CIs.
(i) The creative countryside: Policy and practice in the UK rural cultural economy, 2016; Highlights
an emerging body of critique of this neglect of the rural in cultural policy, which is matched by a
neglect of the cultural in rural policy. Dr David Bell, Leeds University;
<https://nasaa-arts.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/The-Creative-Countryside_Journal-of-Rural-Studies_2010.pdf>

(ii) The Global Rural and the work of the OECD; the influence of diﬀerent ideas in shaping the social
and economic structure of rural localities and invoking the everyday lives and economies of people
who live and work in rural areas. Enhancing rural innovation - OECD Edinburgh conference 2018.
http://www.oecd.org/rural/rural-development-conference/. Prof. Michael Woods, Aberystwyth
University, (tbc) <https://www.aber.ac.uk/en/dges/staﬀ-profiles/listing/profile/zzp/>
(iii) New Ecologies of Agri/cultural Practice: Igniting rural creativity in participatory processes and
innovation brokering. Also, Speculative Optimism a film made while on the Wellcome Trust
Livestock residency at the Museum of English Rural Life UK in 2017. Dr Deirdre O’Mahoney,
Galway. <http://www.deirdre-omahony.ie>
(iv) AHRC-UKRI: rural clusters and the emerging creative rural economy: The Arts and Humanities
Research Council support the nation’s Creative Economy by opening up major academic
creativity, insight and research knowledge resources to the CI sector. Possibility of future creative
rural sector clusters as part of the next UKRI round of funded creative clusters investment
programme. Spokesperson from UKRI (tbc), <https://ceprogramme.com/cicp>
Chair: Iain Bennett, BoP consultancy. <http://bop.co.uk/people/iainbennett>
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E. Rural festivals economy: rural tourism; rural biennales; monetising the rural experience economy

(l-r)Glastonbury international festival c. £35 million p.a.; tickets for the 2019 festival sell out on-line in 35 minutes!
Appleby Horse Fair Europe’s oldest and largest Roma/Traveller fair; Alex James (ex-BLUR) and Jamie Oliver at ‘Feastival’

Glamping for Britain: UK leads the world with its pioneer rural gastronomy, music, literature and cultural
festivals; from glamping - to yurts - to outdoor ‘glotels’; art farms, corn mazes, crop circles, farm sculpture
trails, etc., the importance of culture-led rural tourism; expanding the new countryside cultural attractions
and outdoor recreational visitor economies; the contributions of Roma/Traveller and rural migrant workers.
(i) International Book Festivals made in Hay on Wye. Originating from a conversation around a
kitchen table in rural Hay on Wye in 1988, it has now become a major multi-million pound
international festival producer; Andy Fryers, Sustainability Director, Hay Festival.
<https://www.hayfestival.com/home>.
(ii) Farmers as a rock music industry entrepreneurs, and rock stars as farmer rural entrepreneurs;
Re-imagining the farm - cultivating new rural social, economic, cultural opportunities: Glastonbury
Festival <https://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk>. Alex James, Big Feastival music & food festival
<https://thebigfeastival.com>; Care Farms <https://www.carefarminguk.org>; Art farms, Durslade/
Hauser & Wirth <https://www.hauserwirth.com/locations/10068-hauser-wirth-somerset>. (tbc)
(iii) Under the stars: new rural visitor attractions and the glamping economy: the glamping industry is
undergoing a phase of rapid development and attracting new business developments. Market
competitiveness is also forcing the sector to try out new ideas, involving major new artistic and
creative projects. Kate Morel, International Glamping creative consultant <http://katemorel.com>
(iv) Art museums as rural economy catalysts: leading art museums (Guggenheim, MoMA,
Whitechapel, Wysing Arts) and artists pioneer new rural curatorial models; (Rural Biennales),
culture-led tourism and rural visitor economy: Troy Conrad Therrien, Guggenheim NYC, Steve
Messam, <http://www.stevemessam.co.uk>, Alex Murdin, <http://ruralrecreation.org.uk>
(vi Mapping the new culture-led rural visitor economies: culture-led rural tourism; the recent House
of Lords the Rural Economy and Rural Tourism inquiry reports; Appleby Horse Fair, contributions of
Roma/Traveller and rural migrant workers; UK Festival Economy report, by Prof. George McKay
University of East Anglia. <https://ueaeprints.uea.ac.uk/59132/1/Festival_Report_online.pdf>
Chair. Fiona Goh, CEO British Arts Festivals Association. <https://www.artsfestivals.co.uk>
F. Three characteristics of the emerging new creative rural economies: (i) the rural as disruptive
innovators; (ii) the advent of the Hyper Rural; (iii) Saving from Waste, the ‘sacrificial' rural economies.
(1) Saving from waste: One of the lesser known definitions of economy, as derived form its Greek roots, is
that of good household/domestic management and, alongside this, also the concept of ‘a saving from
waste’. In this context one of the key propositions for discussion at the conference is the potentially major
role that the creative and cultural sectors can play in helping to prevent major ‘wastage’ of public funding
and resources in both urban and rural sectors, due to the eﬀects of recurring pandemics and flooding/
climate change, in urban and rural areas. (i.e. ’The sacrificial rural economies’)
(2) The Hyper Rural: This further proposes that any future creative rural economy investment strategy (e.g.
RICIF) should also make provision for some of the more radical ‘saving from waste’ creative strategies. For
the purposes of the conference these have been grouped under the title of the‘Hyper Rural’ being proposed
by leading international architects and urbanist, Rem Koolhaas.
<http://oma.eu/lectures/countryside
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Are we the UK’s (rural) CI ‘Cinderellas’? Creative rural sector as the new CI disruptive innovators.

S

“You can always tell when a radical idea takes root, by the mobilisation of the vested interests that almost
immediately move to try and suppress its progress..” Jeﬀ Bozos on ’protectionism’ in the publishing industry.
(3) Disruptive innovation: A term coined by Clayton Christensen, is a creative process by which a product,
idea or service takes root initially in simple applications at the bottom end of a market, and by challenging
vested interests, i.e. institutional policy and corporate orthodoxies, relentlessly move up market, displacing
the established competitors and institutions; e.g. Jeﬀ Bezos’ Amazon corporate culture. It is also widely
accepted that the concept of ‘disruptive innovation’ is critical to the future success of Britain’s CIs.
(i) The rural as disruptive innovators: the ‘countryside’ comes to the Guggenheim Museum, NYC
New urban - rural cultural partnerships. Koolhaas further suggests that the rural and agriculture are
now becoming radical new ‘disruptive innovation’ zones for architecture, art and design, etc.;
generating new employment opportunities and intellectual challenges for architects, artists and
designers; imagining and formulating the new future rural settlements, economies, landscapes, and
cultural formations. The Guggenheim Museum in New York have commissioned Koolhaas/OMA
to produce a major art exhibition documenting some of these radical new disruptive impulses
connecting culture, the countryside and the rural. Stephan Petermann, OMA Rotterdam.
<https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/countryside-future-of-the-world>
(ii) Culture and Pandemics - a saving from waste: the combined costs of the BSE/vCJD and FMD
(Foot and Mouth) Zoonoses epidemics in the late 1990s has been estimated c. £12 billion by the
NAO (National Audit Oﬃce). More recently the Cabinet Oﬃce COBRA committee have placed
‘Pandemics’ at the top of their major threat list to the UK society and economy. It should now be
possible to begin to devise a cultural strategy or interventions to support the ‘national pandemic
preparedness programmes’ (public health, communications, economy, etc.) being put in place in
anticipation of any future public health and Zoonose pandemics. Based on the costs of the
above BSE/FMD out breaks (c. £12 billion), even a 1% saving achieved by such strategic cultural
interventions with future rural pandemics, could amount to a ‘saving’ to the rural economy and
the public purse of several hundred millions of pounds. Prof. Corinna Wagner Exeter, University
<https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/46502268/the-cultural-documents-of-foot-and-mouth-littoral>

(iii) ‘Fire and flood: Cultures of Disaster’ - creative rural economy responds to climate change.
Community sponsored initiatives employing advanced digital 4G/5G flood monitoring systems;
adoption of SAR Satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technologies to monitor and manage the
occurrence and distribution of storm and tidal-related flooding in rural and urban areas. ‘Cultures of
Disaster’ - managing complexity, risk and resilience in response to growing incidences of flooding,
country land/bush fires, and Zoonotic epidemics in rural areas; Prof Maggie Mort, Lancaster
University <http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/sociology/about-us/people/maggie-mort> (tbc); Daniel
Heery Cybermoor and 5GRIT. <http://www.5grit.co.uk>; Arts after the bush fires in Australia
<https://creative.vic.gov.au/research/reports/the-role-of-the-arts-in-rebuilding-community>
(iv) Future farms, farmer creatives; agriculture sector’s contribution to the creative economy:
Documenting and measuring the important (but hitherto overlooked) cultural contributions by the
mainstream farming, agri-tech and agriculture industry sectors to the national creative economy;
promoting new creative/critical artistic, designer and cultural interfaces with; precision agriculture,
agri-drones, agri-bots, agri-tech, bio-technology, veterinary, livestock and animal welfare initiatives;
re-thinking agriculture the creative rural economy in the post agricultural era.
The work of pioneering Art and Agriculture artists, Paul Chaney <http://paulchaney.co.uk> and
Georgina Barney. <http://www.georginabarney.com/gbfarming/>, etc.
Chair Professor David Bell, Leeds Univers
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Helen Harrison memorial seminar
Day 2 Curating Agriculture: (Draft programme only - tbc.)
Cultivating new metaphors for environmental, social and economic
sustainability; art, design and architecture in the post-Agricultural era

(l-r)
Portable
Fish Farm:
Survival
Piece #3:#3:- 1971

installation/
performance: ‘Harvesting and Feasting’. the Hayward Gallery, London, “11 Los Angeles Artists”. Full Farm 1973,
Helen and Newton Harrison, 2007.

Wednesday 30th Oct. Clore auditorium, Tate Britain, London
A survey presentation of contemporary artists, architects, art critics, writers, and museum curators
developing new critical art practices, theoretical, and curatorial strategies; farming and the countryside move
into mainstream (urban) arts and cultural policy discourse.
NB Not all the case studies under will be
presented in person by the artists mentioned.

Precursors and pioneers; repositioning agriculture at the heart of culture (1969 - 1999)
1. Portable Fish Farm - Survival Pieces, Hayward Gallery 1971 - One of the very first art and agriculture
projects in Britain; the Catfish portable farming project by Helen and Newton Harrison commission by the
Hayward Gallery London. <https://theharrisonstudio.net/portable-fish-farm-survival-piece-3-1971> =
2. ‘Countryside - Future of the World' - Guggenheim Art Museum New York: curating agriculture: rural
issues, farming and the countryside move into the mainstream urban cultural discourse. Exhibition opens
Feb, 2019. Rem Koolhass AMO Rotterdam, and Curator Troy Conrad Therrien. Curator, Architecture
and Digital Initiatives, Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation and Museum, NY
<https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/countryside-future-of-the-world>
3. Wheatfield Milano Agnes Denes i2016 recreation in Milan of a pioneering art and agriculture project by
Agnes Denes in NY the early 1980s. Curator Massimimiliano Gioni, Fondation Nicola Trussardi, Milan.
<https://www.fondazionenicolatrussardi.com/en/mostre/wheatfield_/> (tbc)
4. Public Farm 1 MoMA/PS1 New York Curator Alanna Heiss Director. PSI - a pioneering curatorial essay
in art, architecture and agriculture PS1 New York, 2008 <https://momaps1.org/exhibitions/view/201/>. (tbc).
Public Farm One by Work Architecture Company is an urban farming project, shown outside the P.S.1
Contemporary Art Centre in New York last month.The temporary installation is an attempt to bring the
qualities of the countryside into the city, by growing fruit and vegetables in large cardboard tubes above a
communal area.
5. The Land Foundation, Chang Mai. https://www.thelandfoundation.org>
Initiated in 1998, the land a merging of ideas by diﬀerent artists to cultivate a place of and for social
engagement. The Land ‘kitchen project’ was also developed from a collaborative discussions between the
artists Kamin Lerdchaprasert, Superflex, Tobias Rehberger and Rirkrit Tiravenija. (tbc)
6. Revival Field - Mel Chin. http://melchin.org/oeuvre/revival-field>.
Revival Field began in 1993 as a conceptualist work with the intent sculpt the site’s ecology located at Pig’s
Eye Landfill; in St Paul Minnesota. A replicated field test using special hyperaccunulator plants to extract
heavy metals from contaminated soil. Scientific analysis of biomass samples from the site confirmed the
project’s potential as “Green remediation”. (tbc)
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Rural issues, farming and the countryside move into mainstream cultural discourse

(l-r). Preparing the Rice Field, above Niagara Gorge - US/Canada border; Rice/Tree/Burial Project 1969 - 79, Art Park Lewiston NY,
Agnes Denes. ‘Revival Field ‘Mel Chin 1994.

Recent generation contemporary art and agriculture artists and curators:
cultivating new metaphors for environmental, social and economic sustainability
7. New Ecologies of Agri/cultural Practice: Igniting rural creativity in participatory processes; MERL
Museum of English Rural Life UK in 2017. Dr Deirdre O’Mahoney, Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology.
<http://www.deirdre-omahony.ie>
8. Kultivator http://kultivator.org. Kultivator is an experimental cooperation of organic farming and visual
art practice, situated in rural village Dyestad, on the island Öland on the southeast coast of Sweden. By
installing certain functions in abandoned farm facilities, near to the active agriculture community; Kultivator
initiates and executes meetings between idealism and realism, hoping that fruitful cooperation’s should take
form. Mathieu Vrijman and Malin Lindmark Vrijman (tbc)
9. Paul Chaney artist/curator. 'Art and Agriculture' Art and Agriculture PhD research project. Falmouth
University <http://www.paulchaney.co.uk/projects/end_garden/>. <http://www.kestlebarton.co.uk/arts-andevents/paul-chaney-critical-camping-series/>.
10. T rout Farm - Cape Farewell Art and Agriculture research programme. Curator/artist Steve
Buckland Cape Farewell invited artists to engage diverse, wide-reaching audiences with rural narratives.
Working at the frontiers of natural, social and climatic change, they interrogate the inspirational resilience
and social ties that form when local communities embrace heritage, agriculture, sustainability, and
innovation. https://capefarewell.com/latest/projects/rural-artist-residency.html.
11. M12 Studio - Colorado Rangelands Richard Saxton, Matthew Fluharty.
M12 is an award-winning interdisciplinary group of artists, researchers, and writers collectively based in
Colorado. The group is primarily known for projects that explore the aesthetics of rural cultures and
landscapes. The ever-evolving collective creates context-based art works, research projects, and education
initiatives. Centered around context and place, M12 blends multiple fields through their connective aesthetic
methodology. The studio allows research, fieldwork, design and construction to merge, creating a layered
collection of artworks, images, publications, and artifacts. (tbc)
12. SPACED - rural Western Australia - 'IASKA to Spaced' 20 years of curating advanced international
contemporary art projects throughout remote farming and rural communities in Western Australia; Curator:
Marco Marcon Perth WA.. <http://three.spaced.org.au/spaced-3-agwa>
13. International Art Farm - Durslade Farm/Hauser and Wirth, Hauser and Wirth’s contemporary
<https://www.hauserwirth.com/locations/10068-hauser-wirth-somerset> The Land We Left Behind’ which
documents humanity’s evolving connection to the land, our perception of, and reliance upon it. Involving a
series of participatory artists’ projects and practical presentations, such as aquaponics, fermentation, goat
milking and cheese making. Curator Alice Workman. (tbc)
\https://www.hauserwirth.com/hauser-wirth-exhibitions/6232-the-land-we-live-in-the-land-we-left-behind>.

14. Diversity is strength. Duck Island Farm South Australia James Darling and Lesley Forewood
DuckIsland Composites. James Darling and Lesley Forwood are conceptual artists and farmers based in
NSW who make social, political and environmental statements through unique site-specific installations
using mallee root are lignotubers of an arid-land eucalypt (E. dumosa and its many hybrids). Sourced from
the artists’ Duck Island farm in South Australia,mallee roots are quintessentially Australian. http://
duckisland.info/art-1/. https://www.darlingandforwood.com>. (tbc)
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